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Continuing care in a
homelike atmosphere

The pandemic didn’t stop
us from moving to WCL

C

OVID-19 didn't really figure into my decision. I
didn't see much difference between being shut
down at home and shut down here. If anything, I felt
like this was the safest place I could be. What made the
difference for me was the availability of an apartment
that was being completely renovated and which allowed
me the opportunity to have input on the finishings.

One of the amenities that I had
especially looked forward to was the
swimming pool, and because that
remained open, although limited in
number of users, it was very attractive
and a motivation to go ahead and
move earlier than I had originally
thought I would. The fact that the
housing market was strong and it
JoAnne Pierce
seemed a good time to put mine on the
market, along with the availability of a perfect
apartment for me here at Westminster Canterbury, made
everything come together. I wasn't sure I would have
such an opportunity again, and I decided to act on it.

By Laura Hunter
Marketing Director

L

ife Plan Retirement Communities
provide a compelling model for
people interested in planning ahead for
exciting retirement living with the assurance
of lifelong care. Moving to
a community that provides
all levels of living offers
the opportunity to enjoy
enriching and personalized
customer service. It’s
important to find a
community that offers not
only an attractive, active,
Laura Hunter
independent living
component, but also the full continuum
of care, which should include Assisted
Living, Short-term Skilled Nursing Care
(rehabilitation service), Long-Term Skilled
Nursing Care and Memory Support.

– JoAnne Pierce

Westminster Canterbury of Lynchburg
not only provides the full continuum, but
offers healthcare using the Person
Directed Living Household model. We use
the Household approach to create a
homelike atmosphere for those residing in
our care areas. This model is a person-
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d

an in-person Bible study, swim in the pool every
morning and regularly find my way to the gym. In
taking full advantage of the beautiful grounds, I’ve
shared afternoon visits with friends on the patio.
During my walks I’ve met some of the resident
gardeners whose gifts provided a beautiful splash of
color throughout the campus during the summer
months, and I’m naturally drawn to the Nature Trail
where daily surprises abound in the Wildflower
Garden that greets me at the trail head.

continued from the front

J

ust prior to the COVID outbreak and after
three long years, I finally had a contract for
the sale of my house. The domino effect of a buyer
being laid off in the middle of the pandemic
suddenly put my sale in jeopardy.
My buyers asked if I would
extend the contract for 30 days to
see if a new buyer could be found
for their house. I had nothing to
lose after such a long wait.
Besides, half of my furniture was
gone, and my belongings were
packed and sitting in my living
Annette Loschert
room in anticipation of my move.
Only a miracle, I thought, would complete this sale
and finally relocate me to Westminster Canterbury.

The bottom line is that despite where we are with
this pandemic, I don’t at all miss my home and
certainly don’t miss the isolation or the maintenance
surprises that seemed to crop up on a regular basis.
I now see many more folks on a daily basis than if I
had not made this move. My friends remind me of
the flurry of activities that will open up once we are
not so restricted. I can’t wait, but in the meantime,
I’ll always be grateful that my choice was to land at
Westminster Canterbury. I’m a very happy camper!

Like everyone else, I had been sequestered in my
home, depending more and more on social media to
keep me in touch with family and friends. Even my
walking partner and I no longer saw one another
on a daily basis. With the exception of a glimpse of
my neighbor when collecting my mail, human
contact had ceased.
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– Annette Loschert

M

oving to Westminster Canterbury in the
midst of a global pandemic was certainly
challenging, but ultimately it was a very satisfying
experience. As participants in the Azalea Plan, we
had been asked to list
four floor plans that
we would consider,
and in January Laura
Hunter called to let us
know that two of our
choices would be
available in the spring.
Current residents
Mary and Earl Guthrow
whose apartments had
those floor plans graciously allowed us to see their
apartments, and as soon as we saw the first one, we
knew it was just what we wanted.

The closing took place, and I moved to WC a
month later on April 27, 2020! Laura Hunter and
the Marketing staff could not have been more
helpful, making sure that I had everything I needed
when I moved into my apartment and regularly
checking to make sure all was well.
Life suddenly became more “normal” as I was
greeted by residents (albeit behind face masks and
at a six feet distance) who naturally seem to have
newbies on their radar screen. Cheery introductions
made me begin to feel at home. A week after my
arrival, in celebration of Cinco de Mayo, staff
(including our CEO) arrived at my door before
dinner with the choice of a Margarita or Corona!
Who does this!!?

Then, a few weeks later, COVID arrived in March,
shutting down Goodwill, the Habitat ReStore, used
book buyers, the public library, the annual high
school yard sale – everywhere we had planned to

I’ve now been here six months. I’ve met a host of
new folks, joined a Writers’ Group (via Zoom) and
2

donate much of the contents of our Lynchburg
home of almost 40 years. Now there were also no
estate sales or real estate open houses allowed, but
we decided we would go ahead with renovations in
our chosen apartment. Laura Hunter helped us
with choosing new light fixtures, paint and
flooring, designing built-in bookcases, reconfiguring
a bathroom and making minor modifications in the
kitchen. At several points, wearing masks, we were
invited to come in to take photos and
measurements to help us decide what furniture to
bring and to make any further suggestions.
Our house went on the market at the end of May
and sold in two days. In June, Habitat and
Goodwill began accepting donations again. We had
a “virtual” tag sale and rented a storage unit, and
somehow we got everything moved out by the
mid-July closing date. At the time, new residents
were immediately quarantined in their apartments,
but with meals and mail delivered to our door and
no visitors allowed, we made good use of the
uninterrupted days to unpack and settle in. By the
time our negative COVID tests came back, we were
ready for the renowned WC picture hanger to bring
the finishing touches to our new place. Now, in
spite of the masks and small-group-only activities
and mostly take-out dining, we are feeling very
much at home and are very glad we were able to
make this major move when we did.
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– Earl and Mary Guthrow

T

his may sound silly, but we weren't brave to
move to Westminster Canterbury Lynchburg
during COVID-19. We were just practical and
determined to find a way to make it happen. We'd
already selected Live Life Refreshed on our timelines.

We decided to self
quarantine at our
home. We were safe.
We ordered groceries,
food takeout and
Amazon delivery. But,
we were isolated and
missed our WC
Laura and Paul Morrison
exercise classes, our
group walks and
seeing friends on campus. We weren’t afraid to move
on campus. The WC community had stringent
COVID-19 guidelines and protocols in place.
When our apartment was ready, we moved into it.
That same WC community of residents and staff
greeted us with smiling faces and open arms –
offering to help, lending a hand. Everyone
welcomed us – leaving flowers and cards at our
door, lending us a trash can and broom during our
first week quarantine. In many ways, moving to
WC during COVID saved us from being blue and
lonely. We stayed busy at our house, but we were
separated from normal activities and neighbors. The
only perk of COVID-19 was that we didn’t have to
deal with open house events.
Living at WC during COVID has moved forward
in a fairly normal manner, aside from having no
visitors, many other activities are intact and,
although they may look a little different, they bring
a wonderful sense of routine, fellowship and
belonging. Living at WC has allowed us access to
medical care with significantly greater ease than if
we were still in our house.
We are grateful to be residents at Westminster
Canterbury Lynchburg.
– Paul and Laura Morrison
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For more than a year, we prepared for this move.
Everything in our house had been repaired, replaced
and checked. We’d hired a real estate agent, a
moving company and a storage unit. We’d ordered
new furniture for our WC apartment and
downsized (again). In January 2020, we had
everything lined up and ready to go. Then, in early
March, the COVID-19 lockdown closed most
places across the country.

M

oving into WC during COVID-19 was
never a concern for me although I knew it
would be different from the time I visited after I
became a Canterbury Club member in March of
2019. I had enjoyed many activities at WC with my
continued on the back
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high school friend Judy Saunders. The social hour
with music was always great, and one of my
favorite things then and now is that wonderful
pool. Then as COVID-19 became real,
everything changed. Plus there was no apartment
of my choice available, which became a concern
for me. Then I got a call from Laura Hunter on
March 30, 2020, with the good news that an
apartment of my choice was coming available. By
this time I was getting the news: mask at all
times, no activities, and no dining with others.

My mind was made up, and I
continued the process to make
my move. I moved July 30 and
found everyone so helpful.
The residents and all of the
staff could not have made me
feel any more at home then
and now after being here for
Janice Housman
three months. I would say if
you are hesitating for any reason, come and be a
part of this place known as WC. COVID-19 will
not be here forever.
– Janice Housman

Continuing care in a homelike atmosphere
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centered approach where residents have a significant
say in their daily lives, their care and their living
environment. This small-scale model emphasizes the
importance of creating a home and sanctuary where
residents live meaningful and engaged lives. Our
residents are at the heart of the organizational chart.
Team members are trained and empowered to
maintain this model of living for our residents. Food
is prepared in the household rather than a large
community dining room. This provides “smells of
home” for each person.

additional $500 per month will be charged. This
contract option insulates residents from paying
market rate for Assisted Living and Long-Term
Skilled Care. Currently, Assisted Living at
Westminster Canterbury of Lynchburg is
approximately $40,000 plus per year with LongTerm Skilled Care costing approximately $90,000
annually. Healthline.com found the average 2019
cost of a private room in a nursing home is
$102,200 per year and care in an assisted living
facility costs on average $48,612 per year.

Westminster Canterbury strongly believes that
anyone living on our campus should have top level
customer service and attention to individual needs
and desires. So how do you plan to cover the
expenses of this type of retirement living? The types
of contracts offered by a community need to be
considered and discussed. We offer two different
types of contracts to assure affordable, quality living.

Fee for Service
A Fee for Service contract also requires an initial
entrance fee and subsequent monthly fee. However,
when a resident requires care in Assisted Living or
Long Term Skilled Care, they will be charged the
market rate for care minus 5 percent for Assisted
Living and 15 percent for Long-Term Skilled Care.
This contract is particularly attractive to those with
long-term care insurance policies that will reimburse
the resident for costs associated with the care they
need. Westminster Canterbury will also often offer
this contract option for those who do not medically
qualify for a Life Care contract due to an illness that
would eventually require longer than average care.

Life Care Contract
Under a Life Care contract, residents pay an
entrance fee initially and an ongoing monthly fee.
When care is needed, they can continue to pay
essentially the same monthly fee they had been
paying for independent living. A small meal charge
will be added as all meals and snacks are required to
be provided. If one requires care in our specialized
Memory Support or Long-Term Skilled areas, an

Both contracts provide residents with care for life on
our campus.
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